PREPARATION CLEANER
INFORMATION SHEET
Product Description: Whittle Waxes Preparation Cleaner
Multi surface and Laminate Cleaner which aggressively removes grease, oil, and wax in preparation for
recoating.
 For a thorough cleaning of all floors like parquet, plastic, cork, PVC, linoleum, laminate, natural and
artificial stone floors, tiles and rubber floors.
 PREPARATION CLEANER, multi surface and laminate cleaner, cleans waxed and oiled floors before
refurbishing and thereby removes old gloss and polymer layers, waxes, oil films and other impurities.
Recommended Tools: Stirring
stick, bucket, measuring cup.
Scotch brite (green side), red
nylon pad for a cleaning
machine.
Clean tools: Soapy water

Coverage Rate: Undiluted:
Approximately 50 - 80 ml/m 2, i.e. 1
litre of undiluted PREPARATION
CLEANER covers about 12 - 20 m 2
area per coat. Diluted: 1:10 with
water covers approximately 200m2
Coats needed: Single application
system. For heavily soiled surfaces
wash twice.

Drying time: dependent on the
ambient temperature and humidity.
Storage: Cool but frost-free. Can be
stored for 3 years in unopened
containers.
Container sizes: 1 litres, 2.5 litres, 5
litres, 10 litres.

Application for sensitive surfaces:
For surfaces such as linoleum or glossy surfaces try out in an inconspicuous place.
Application for laminate and parquet flooring:
1. Dilute PREPARATION CLEANER, 1 part cleaner to 10 parts water and damp-wipe (not wet).
2. Caution: Too much moisture risks swelling of the timber.
Application for other types of flooring:
1. Apply PREPARATION CLEANER on the previously wetted surface undiluted or diluted (depending on
soiling) and if necessary leave for 3 - 5 minutes.
2. Treat possibly with a scotch brite or a red nylon pad and cleaning machine. Do not let PREPARATION
CLEANER dry but work in sections, remove all loosened dirt and wipe with clear water.
Replenishing treatment after using PREPARATION CLEANER:
For professional after treatment we recommend for replenishing with a protection such as HARD WAX OIL and
follow a maintenance regime as indicated on our website, in the Cleaning, Care and Maintenance section.
Whittle Waxes Floor Care should be used for regular cleaning and Maintenance Oils when needing minor uplifts
and repairs.
Ingredients: Water, <5% anionic surfactants, <5% non-ionic surfactants, <5% phosphates, butyl glycol.

International GHS notes: P101 If medical advice is
needed, keep packaging or label handy. P102 Keep
out of the reach of children. P103 Read label before
use. Keep away from food and feed. Do not breathe
in the spray. Rinse skin and eyes with clean water. In
case of skin contact, we recommend wearing
suitable gloves (nitrile). Only completely emptied
containers may be recycled. Dried residue can be
disposed of as household waste or as construction
waste. Dispose of liquid residues at a collection point
for old paint.

Disclaimer: Our technical advice in written form is
given in good faith and on the basis of
experiments, but it is only non-binding advice and
does not release you from the obligation to test
the products supplied by us as to their suitability
for the particular purpose. Application, use and
processing of the products outside our direct
control are entirely your responsibility. Naturally
we guarantee consistent quality of our products
corresponding to the original sample. With release
of new product information the previous
information loses validity.
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